
So, I’m not sure what Dr. Lamoureux means when he told you that I’m getting these ideas 

from Mesopotamian creation accounts. His statement seems unresponsive to the 

disagreement in this thread, i.e., that Adam was created for the sole purpose of bringing 

water to the plants of the Garden of Eden. 

 

My first response must obviously be – then what [additional] reasons does Dr. Lamoureux 

believe the text to provide? 

 

So I wonder if you represented to Dr. Lamoureux my side of the discussion.  First, I agree 

with his assessment insofar as being influenced by other Mesopotamian creation accounts!  

Any person who reads the scholarly journals seriously can’t help but recognize the influence 

of the Mesopotamian creation accounts on Genesis II (also, Genesis I). The specific and 

most relevant ANE creation account to this particular thread is probably the Enuma Elish in 

which man is created to serve the gods because the gods are tired of having to do chores. 

I’m going to assume that this is what Dr. Lamoureux had in mind. 

 

The plain reading of the text is clear: in Genesis II, the man IS NOT created to serve God as 

was mankind in the Enuma. More specifically, in Gen II the author explicitly describes God’s 

purpose, and only purpose, for creating mankind: the man was created for the sole task of 

cultivating1  the plants of the garden, presumably its trees2.  

 

Now it could be that Dr. Lamoureux interpreted Adam’s creation as serving nature much as 

in the Enuma. In the Enuma, of course, mankind was created as servants to the [nature] 

gods. If you’ve represented Dr. Lamoureux correctly, then his is not a reasonable 

interpretation for at least four reasons: 

 

1. In Gen 2:5-7, cultivated plants do not symbolize or in any way are represented as a 

divine entity. 

2. God didn’t create man because He needed relief of any kind. God created the man 

because cultivated plants REQUIRED a man to bring water to  them (see Futato, 

below). The plain text is crystal clear: the man was created to do work in the garden. 

The author offers no other reason – whatsoever - for the creation of Adam3. 

3. When God created humankind in the first creation account, humankind was to serve 

God (as vice-regent over creation), i.e., be responsible for God’s creation. The 

obligation of Adam to Yahweh in Gen II is similar. Here Adam is to be responsible for 

the plants in the garden. Adam certainly serves God by cultivating plants presumably 

for himself, Eve, and possibly the animals. But in no sense does he serve nature. 

                                                 
1 The author explicitly describes Adam as created to work and that work, 

given the climate and geography of the ANE almost surely required irrigation. 

 

2 Mark D., “Because It Had Rained: A Study of Gen 2:5-7 with implications for 

Gen 2:4-25 Futato and Gen 1:1-2:3”, Westminster Theological Journal 60, pp 1-

21, 1991 (this paper complements Klein’s “Because It Had Not Rained” written 

in 1958) 
3 Many scholars, Sarna included, view God as having created the Garden of Eden 

for man’s enjoyment. But there is no such sentiment to be found anywhere in 

the story proper. 

https://faculty.gordon.edu/hu/bi/ted_hildebrandt/otesources/01-genesis/text/articles-books/kline_notrained_wtj.pdf


4. In Genesis II, read from a literary perspective, Adam rebels against the conditions in 

Eden (the work and the rule). He elevates nature’s (the serpent’s) temptations above 

God’s will. This is the crux of the second creation story. When the primordial couple 

chose to march to nature’s dictates, they suffer consequences – physical separation 

from God, mortality, and much harsher toil. 

 

Now, here’s Sarna4,  

“The story of the Garden of Eden is the answer of Genesis to this problem5. 

[The author] wishes to indicate very simply that evil is a human product, that 

God created the world good but that man, through the free exercise of his will 

in rebellion against God, corrupts the good and puts evil in its place”. 

 

I would be grateful if you could ask Dr. Lamoureux to be more specific. As it stands, I see his 

note to being rather dismissive, rather than responsive. 

 

Blessings, 

 

Michael 

 

                                                 
4 Sarna, N., “Understanding Genesis Vol I: The World of the Bible in the 

Light of History, 1966, beginning on page 24. 

5 That, as pagans believed, evil is inherent in nature, not in man. One of 

the main purposes of this allegory is to elevate evil from nature to the 

moral realm of mankind. 


